
 
 

Queens College Department of History 
Spring 2019 Graduate Schedule 

 

 
 H. 710 (01) 11424                  ANCIENT MASCULINITIES 

   Professor M. McDonnell                           Thursdays 6:40-8:20 
        
Anthropological studies have concluded that despite differences of content and definition most cultures 
regard manhood not as a status gained by coming of age, but as something that must be demonstrated 
or won, a concept that is often precarious, elusive, and exclusionary.  In most cultures the term 
denoting masculinity comprises a variety of qualities, emphasis on one or exclusion of another 
depending on societal values.  Moreover, sociological studies, in particular those of R. W. 
Connell,  have emphasized that the status of being a man differs not only from culture to culture, but 
within the same culture, and within individuals in a single culture.  This course will address the 
fundamental question of what it meant to be a man in ancient Roman culture, and will explore a 
variety of answers to it.  Using Latin and Ancient Greek texts in translation, together with a selection 
of modern anthropological, sociological, and theoretical studies, it will explore the varieties of Roman 
masculinities, the different ways in which the status of manhood was defined and attained, the 
historical circumstances that conditioned the various types of Roman masculinities, and how these 
changed over time.  Emphasis will be placed on the relationship of masculinity and power, 
performance, and the peculiarly Roman distinction between the public sphere and the private.            

           
H. 791 (01)  10053  INTRODUCTION TO HISTORICAL RESEARCH  
Professor G. Davie                                    Wednesdays 4:30-6:10pm 
 
The course will provide an introduction to historiography, to the primary and secondary sources 
used in historical research, to historical research methods, and to the writing of history. Examples 
of the primary sources to be covered include letters, diaries, documents, and historical newspapers. 
During the course students will assess primary sources, analyze secondary texts, and provide 
proper scholarly apparatus to their written work, including accurate and properly formatted 
citations and bibliography. Students will make use of the best secondary sources wherever they are 
available. Students will utilize primary sources located at QC or other libraries, including records 
and papers, published or unpublished, printed or online. The course goals include each student 
producing properly researched and documented historical papers. 
 

Course Class Sec Room Description Day Time Professor 

H 710 01 10051 PH 156 Ancient Masculinities Thur..  
6:40-
8:20 McDonnell 

H 791 01 10053 PH 157 Introduction to Historical Research Wed. 
4:30-
6:10 G. Davie 

H 792 01 10054 PH 302  
 
MLS/MA Capstone Research Project Wed.. 

6:40-
8:20 G. Davie 

H 796 01 10055 PH 302 Advanced Research Seminar Wed. 
6:40-
8:20 G. Davie 

H 799 04 10059 PH 156  History of Modern Israel Wed. 
4:30-
6:10 Alteras 

H 799 02 10057 PH 156 

Readings in Colonial and 
Revolutionary American Military 
History Tue.  

6:40-
8:20 Wintermute 

H 799 01 10056 PH 156 Popular Music as Social History Tue. 
4:30-
6:10 J. Sneeringer 

H 799 05 10060 PH 156 

The Decisive Impact of Leadership on 
Historical transitions of the late 20th 
Century Wed. 

6:40-
8:20- 

L. Tsilas 
 

H 799 06 10061 PH 156 
Medieval Europe: A History of 
Violence? Mon. 

6:40-
8:20 T. Billado 

H 7852 01 10052 PH 156 
Formation of Modern American 
Culture Mon. 

4:30-
6:10, 

P. Conolly-
Smith 

H 799 03 10058 PH 156  Responses to the Holocaust Thur. 
4:30-
6:10 E. Bemporad 



 
 

                                                                                                      
H. 796  (01)  11431            ADVANCED RESEARCH SEMINAR 
Professor G. Davie             Mondays 6:40-8:20pm 
 
This seminar is a workshop for advanced MA students, designed to help refine your skills doing 
history and prepare you for the process of writing a Master's thesis.  In this class you will nail down 
a thesis topic, prepare a bibliography and survey the historiography on that topic, and draft a thesis  
prospectus.  
 
H.799  (01)  10056                  POPULAR MUSIC AS SOCIAL HISTORY 
Professor J. Sneeringer                    Tuesdays 4:30-6:10pm  
 
The very popularity of popular music makes it a useful tool to explore the history of the 
20th century.  This seminar will take a serious look at what’s often dismissed as a trivial subject and 
use popular music to explore aspects of modern history in Europe and North America such as race 
and civil rights, gender roles, consumer culture, and youth culture.  Music genres will include jazz, 
blues, rock ’n’ roll, punk, disco and early hip-hop. 

 
H 799 (04)  10059   HISTORY OF MODERN ISRAEL 
Professor I. Alteras                  Wednesdays 4:30-6:10pm        
 
The course will focus on the events, circumstances and personalities that led to the establishment of 
the State of Israel beginning with the rise of political Zionism at the end of the 19th century and 
culminating with the creation of the Jewish State in May 1948.  Special emphasis will be placed on 
the Arab-Israeli conflict, the wars between Israel and its Arab neighbors, (the War of Independence 
1948, the Sinai campaign of 1956, the Six /day War of 1967, and Yom Kippur War of 1973) the 
peace between Israel and Egypt, Israel and Jordan as well as the prospects for a solution of the 
Israeli-Palestinian conflict. 
 
H. 799 (02) 10057     READINGS IN COLONIAL AND REVOLUTIONARY AMERICAN 
            MILITARY HISTORY       
Professor B. Wintermute                   Tuesdays 6:40-8:20pm 
 
A historiographic readings seminar dedicated to critical secondary sources, theories, and concepts 
associated with Colonial American and Revolutionary military history.  Issues to be discussed will 
include the application of the Military Revolution thesis in the New World, Borderlands identity 
formation and conflict, the origins of non-linear insurgency style conflict, particular events and 
theories foreshadowing Clausewitz, and the issues surrounding ideology and state formation during 
conflict. 

 
H. 7852 (01)  10052          FORMATION OF MODERN AMERICAN CULTURE - 2 
Professor P. Conolly-Smith                    Mondays 4:30-6:10pm     
     
This course investigates post-WWII factors in the formation of modern American culture 
(“FORMAC”) by examining cultural topics and phenomena including Beats and Bop, Abstract 
Expressionism and Pop (including pop music and the British invasion), television, advertisement, 
civil rights, feminism and identity politics, the birth of the postmodern, cable TV, the digital 
revolution, and the internet. A solid background in the basic narrative of U.S. history is required 
for this reading and writing heavy course. While not an official prerequisite, FORMAC-I (1890-
1945) is heavily recommended. 
       
H. 799 (03)  10058                                    RESPONSES TO THE HOLOCAUST  
Professor E. Bemporad   Thursdays 4:30-6:10pm  
 
This course explores the different reactions of individual Jews and Jewish communities to the 
“Final Solution,” or the plan to exterminate the Jews of Europe implemented by the Germans during 
World War II. The course will study in particular manifestations of spiritual, cultural, and armed 
resistance in the midst of persecution and destruction. By shifting the focus away from the perpetrators 
and bringing back the voices of the victims, this course will investigate the multifaceted response to the 
Holocaust, which varied according to gender, age, geography, Jewish-Gentile relations, and the agenda of 
local Nazi officials and their collaborators. This course will focus primarily on the fate of the Jews in 



 
 

Eastern Europe. Memoirs, diaries, autobiographies, and other witness accounts will be the primary 
readings for this course 
H. 799  (06)  10061         MEDIEVAL EUROPE: A HISTORY OF VIOLENCE? 
Professor T. Billado                            Mondays 6:40-8:20pm 
 
“I’m going to get medieval on them....” Many of us have heard this bit of dialogue from the famous scene in 
Quentin Tarantino’s Pulp Fiction, when the character Marcellus promises a nasty end to his former 
tormentors. The audience is left to imagine the undoubtedly horrific violence that will ensue. But if this 
(and many other usages of “medieval” in the 20th and 21st centuries) suggest that violence was both 
common and nasty in medieval Europe, does the evidence produced by medieval people support 
Tarantino’s suggestion? 
 
This course examines the meaning and consequences of violence in medieval Europe through reading a 
selection of medieval primary sources alongside recent historiography on violence, feuding, dispute 
processing, lordship, and peace-making. It is not a course in military history, nor will it focus simply upon 
a string of violent episodes. Rather, we will attempt to discover what medieval authors thought about the 
question of what constituted violence. 
 
As we do so we shall attempt to grapple with some fundamental questions, such as: how did medieval 
people define ‘violence,’  if they did so at all? How did their concepts of ‘violence’ differ from ‘force’? Did 
medieval people consider all violent acts to be morally wrong? If not, which ones were immoral and under 
what circumstances? Were certain institutions and/or social groups more or less associated with violence? 
This course will investigate these and many other questions pertaining to medieval ideas about force, 
violence, and social norms. 

	
 
H.799 (05)  10060         THE DECISIVE IMPACT OF LEADERSHIP ON HISTORICAL  
                                         TRANSITIONS OF THE LATE 20TH CENTURY 
Professor L. Tsilas                       Wednesdays 6:40-8:20pm  
 
For most of the 20th Century, major political developments caused unspeakable disasters and suffering and 
impacted upon the lives of hundreds of millions of people. Its last two decades, however, were an era of 
major transition the consequences of which have been seminal for political, economic, and social 
developments in Eurasia, Transatlantic Relations, and Africa. 
 
The collapse of communism put an end to one of the biggest political, economic, and social experiments in 
history, while the end of apartheid drew the final nail into the coffin of colonialism. Rarely before has there 
ever been an era of greater historical transitions, which still reverberate on the global political scene. 
 
By examining these momentous historical changes, the course aims at familiarizing students with these 
specific major changes, but at the same time guiding them to form a more general, conceptual approach on 
the defining  role and  impact of  leadership . 

 
 


